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The last 15 years have heralded many developments and advances in consumer communications. From
early developments of device specific challenges in interoperability and configuration that are well captured
by the concept of plug and play to a more recent emphasis on mobility and service personalization. The one
constant technical challenge and to a great extent a business success is home networking in its many forms.
There is not a modern home without some variant of a set top box. The three papers in this issue provide a
good overview of current and topical requirements in consumer communications.
The first article entitled, “Homenet3D: A new View on Home Network State”, by Armitage et al. reviews the
state of the art in home working from a very apt point of view - the consumer and system’s usability. The
challenge to manage and operate more complex home networks is discussed in details before a new
approach using visualization techniques is proposed.
The second article entitled, “Greening the Spectrum: A Minority Game Based Mechanism Design”, by
Elmachkour et al. addresses the dual challenge of what to do with the crowding of the communication
spectrum and energy consumption. In this paper the authors propose techniques of Cognitive Radio and
minority game-based mechanisms in order to re-use under-utilized frequency spectrum and reduce energy
consumption.
The third article by Nightingale et al. entitled, “Video Adaptation for Consumer Devices: Opportunities and
Challenges Offered by New Standards”, discusses the latest developments in video compression technology
standards that are aimed at improving service quality. In particular, it focuses on the use of new adaptation
techniques.
If the articles in this series are of interest to you, then we strongly urge you to consider participating in the
IEEE Consumer Communications and Networking Conference (CCNC) 2015 that will be held next January in
Las Vegas in conjunction with the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) – the largest CE show in the world. See
http://www.ieee-ccnc.org for details.
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